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ABSTRACT 
 
INTRODUCTION: Despite the recent developments in the dental equipment and treatment procedures, dental fear and anxiety (DFA) are 
relatively common among children and adults. Relating dental fear and anxiety to gender is a controversial issue in scientific literature. 
OBJECTIVES: The aim of this study is to examine the impact of gender on the child’s dental anxiety in a sample of Egyptian children.  
MATERIALS AND METHODS: One hundred and twenty-six children 6-10 years old (60 boys and 66 girls), at the Department of Pediatric 
Dentistry, Faculty of Dentistry Alexandria University were asked to participate in the study. Children answered the Child Fear Survey Schedule 
– Dental Subscale (CFSS-DS). 
RESULTS: About forty-six percent of the children in the studied sample were non-anxious, 30.2% were potentially anxious and only 23% 
were very anxious. Girls were significantly more dentally anxious than boys. (p=0.02).  
CONCLUSIONS: The level of DFA was affected by the child gender where girls were more dentally anxious than boys. Injection was 
identified as the most fearful item in the dental visit.  
KEYWORDS: Dental anxiety, dental fear, child gender, CFSS-DS. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the dental practice, one of the most stressful challenges that 
face the dental team is the treatment of dentally anxious 
patients. These patients often manifest their anxiety in the 
form of disruptive behavior during the dental visit (1). Dental 
anxiety or dental fear is an inevitable emotion rising as a 
reaction to the stress generated by various dental procedures 
(2). Although dental anxiety and fear are often used as 
equivalents in literature, differences can be distinguished. 
Anxiety refers to an aversive emotion in which the source of 
the threat is ill defined or not immediately present. On the 
other hand, fear refers to a reflex action to threatening stimuli 
experienced within the dental situation (3). Despite this 
differentiation between fear and anxiety, scientists could not 
overcome their existing overlap in the underlying brain and 
behavioral mechanisms. For this reason, the expression 
dental fear anxiety (DFA) has been proposed to include all 
forms of dental fear as well as dental anxiety (4).  To sum up, 
DFA has been recommended for use as an umbrella term in 
this research. 
    A review of studies in children by Kleinberg et al (5) found 
the estimates of DFA in children range from 5.7 % to 19.5% 
irrespective of child’s nationality or cultural background. 
Additionally, Smith et al (6) conducted a review of studies to 
explore the prevalence of DFA across the years. Surprisingly, 
they found stability in the level of DFA over the last 50 years 
despite the modern advances in dental care aiming to alleviate 
DFA and pain. 
    The onset of DFA had been proven to be in early 
childhood (7). Older children may also suffer from DFA 
which declines towards adolescence (8). This descend of 
DFA is accredited to the rise in the ego strength 
accompanied by the development of metacognition 
preparing the child to use different coping styles (5).  
    Rachman’s (9) three-pathway theory is the most widely 
employed theory for the development of DFA. Classical 
conditioning is the first pathway in which DFA acquisition is 
related to the child’s own negative past dental experiences. 

The second pathway for DFA development is indirectly 
through vicarious learning. This means the negative 
information gained from close relatives, friends, by internet 
or television. The third pathway is modeling, for example, 
when children observe a friend or relative reacting anxiously 
to a dental situation. 
    As the three-pathway theory is not enough to explain the 
acquisition of DFA, research has focused on additional 
factors in the etiology of dental anxiety (10). For example; 
child general shyness and fearfulness (6), child tendency 
toward negative emotionality (11), coping ability of children 
(12) and child’s temperament (13).  
    People with high DFA can suffer a wide range of side 
effects that can be summarized into five main categories. 
These categories include the physiological, cognitive, 
behavioral, health and social effects (14). The physiological 
impacts can be manifested as dry mouth, sweatiness, and 
increased heart rate before and during the dental 
appointment. As for the cognitive implications, patients 
with higher level DFA may also suffer from negative 
thoughts, fear, crying, aggression, sleep disturbances and 
greater self-medication (15). 
    Regarding the behavioral impact, it has been proven that 
about 61% of children with DFA manifest difficult-to-
manage behavior during their dental visit (16). In addition, 
highly DFA patients tend to show modification of food-
related behavior. For example, their reduced ability to chew 
makes them refuse hard food. Also cold foods are avoided 
to prevent pain elicited by sensitivity (13). Another 
behavioral influence of DFA is the avoidance of dental care 
or irregular dental attendance. Highly anxious patients only 
seek treatment when dental care is unavoidable, due to the 
experienced pain or the intensity of symptoms (17). This is 
further proved by Skaret et al (18), who found that patients 
with avoidance behaviour have more negative beliefs of the 
dentist and higher dental anxiety compared to non-avoiders. 
    Considering the impact of DFA on patient’s health, 
greater incidence of caries among highly anxious children 
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has been reported (19). Eitner et al (20) found higher DMFT 
(Decayed Missing Filled Teeth) scores in highly anxious 
patients. These findings led researchers to the belief in the 
“vicious cycle dynamic” linking dental anxiety and worsen 
oral health. This could be explained as the lower or more 
irregular frequency of dental visits results in a worse dental 
health and the need for more complicated and painful dental 
treatment. This would confirm to the patients’ anticipated 
negative expectations about the dental visits and reinforce 
their dental anxiety, which by its turn intensify the 
avoidance pattern. Consequently, further damage and 
deterioration of dental health creating a spiral cycle of 
dental disadvantages (19).  
    Failing oral health may outgrow to have social 
implications of feelings of dissatisfaction with the 
appearance of their teeth, inferiority and shame (13). This 
may diminish their confidence, self-esteem, and their 
relations with peers (21).  
    Relating DFA to gender is a controversial issue in 
scientific literature. Different studies show opposite 
opinions. On one hand, DFA has been linked more to girls 
than boys as reported by some studies (22,23). In addition, 
research has high lightened greater incidence and more 
exaggerated fear in girls compared to boys (3). Carrillo-
Diaz et al (24) found higher level of DFA in females, 
accompanied by decline of the oral health related emotional 
well-being than males. On the other hand, Udoye et al (25) 
stated that boys’ fear is more likely and more common to 
cause escaping of dental visit. Only few studies showed no 
significant relationship between DFA and gender (8,26). 
Thus the present study aimed to evaluate the association 
between the child’s gender and DFA in Egypt. The null 
hypothesis tested was that, there is no difference in the DFA 
level between boys and girls. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The conducted study was a cross-sectional observational 
study.  A sample size of 126 children and mothers dyads 
was the enough required sample to detect an effect size of 
25% improvement, as statistically significant with 90% 
power and at a significance level of 0.05. Sample size per 
group did not need to be increased to control for withdrawal 
bias. The sample size was calculated using G Power version 
3.1.9.2. 
    The sample was drawn from children patients attending 
the Pediatric Dental Department Clinic, Faculty of 
Dentistry, Alexandria University according to the inclusion 
criteria that included children of an age range 6-10 years, 
first dental visit and accompanied by their mothers. Children 
with previous dental experiences, physical or mental 
disabilities were excluded from the study. This study was 
performed after receiving the approval of the Research Ethics 
Committee in the Faculty of Dentistry, Alexandria University. 
Participation was fully voluntarily and not conditional to 
treatment. Parents of the children included in the study were 
requested to sign an informed consent.  
    The participated children were divided into two groups, 
group A (60 boys) and group B (66 girls). Parents and children 
were approached in the Pediatric Dentistry Department’s 
waiting room. After a brief explanation about the nature and 
aim of this study, the children were addressed separately, 
interviewed and asked to answer the questions in Child Fear 
Survey Schedule-Dental Subscale questionnaire (CFSS-DS) to 
assess their dental fear. The Arabic version of the CFSS-DS 

was adapted from the original English version and had been 
used to assess dental fear in several Arabic speaking countries 
(28-30). It contained 15 items, the possible item responses were 
a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not afraid at all) to 5 
(very afraid), giving a range of possible total scores from 15 to 
75. The total score was used to categorize children into three 
groups according to their anxiety level. The child was 
considered non-anxious if his total score was below thirty-two. 
If the child scored above thirty-two and below thirty-nine, he 
was considered as potentially anxious. However, if the child 
scored above 39, he was considered as a highly anxious patient 
(29). Some explanations of some questions were given 
according to the level of the child’s cognitive development to 
ensure the reliability of the questionnaire. Parents were not 
allowed to assist their children in filling out their questionnaire. 
Children were given simple gifts to encourage them to 
participate in the study. 
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS   
Intra-examiner reliability test was carried out using kappa test 
by MedCalc Statistical Software version 14.8.1. Data were 
analyzed using SPSS Version 21. Data were described using 
minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation for the 
normally distributed data. The Mann-Whitney U test was used 
to compare differences between two independent groups (sex) 
when the dependent variable was either ordinal or continuous, 
but not normally distributed. Box and whisker graph and bar 
graph were used to describe results.  
 
RESULTS  
Good intra-examiner reliability was achieved with Cronbach’s 
Alpha equal 0.793. The mean age for the participating children 
was 84.29 ± 9.421 months. The mean total CFSS-DS score was 
33.04 ± 8.11. Data collected in this study found that 46.8% of 
the children were non-anxious and 30.2% were potentially 
anxious. While only 23% were highly anxious. 
    The highest fear scores for the total sample were obtained on 
the items ‘injections’ ‘chocking’, ‘having a stranger to touch 
you’ with means (3.69±1.120), (2.92±1.136), (2.75±1.237) 
respectively. While the least fearful items were ‘doctors’, 
‘people in white uniforms’ and ‘having to open the mouth’ 
with means (1.47±.787), (1.49±.797), and (1.71±0.913) 
respectively. (Table 1). 
    No difference in the ranking of the most and least fearful 
items was found between boys and girls. Both girls and boys 
choose “injections” and ‘chocking’ for the most fearful items 
and ‘doctors’ for the least fearful item. Girls scored 
significantly higher mean in all CFSS-DS items than boys 
(p=0.011) except for item 12 ‘chocking’ were boys scored 
higher mean (3.01) and girls scored (2.85). (Table 1) (Fig 1). 
    Significant difference (p=0.02) was found in the level of 
DFA in association with sex of the child. Girls’ mean (35.30) 
was higher than boys’ (30.55). (Table 2) (Fig 2). In the current 
study, the percentage of anxious boys was only 15%. On the 
other hand, the girls scored double the boys for the anxious 
group (30.3%). Furthermore, the boys scored as high as 
58.33% on the non-anxious group while the girls were only 
34.85%. (Table 3) (Fig 3). 
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Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of 15 items of CFSS-DS for 
total population, boys and girls. 

How 
afraid is 

your child 
of: 

Boys Girls Total 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Median 

Dentists 1.983 0.93 2.11 1.165 2.05 1.057 2.00 
Doctors 1.25 0.508 1.67 0.934 1.47 .787 1.00 
Injection 

shots 3.6 1.167 3.77 1.078 3.69 1.120 4.00 

Having 
somebody 
examine 

your teeth 

1.55 1.048 2.08 0.98 1.83 1.044 2.00 

Having to 
open your 

mouth 
15 0.746 1.85 1.026 1.71 .913 1.00 

Having a 
stranger 

touch you 
2.67 1.310 2.83 1.171 2.75 1.237 3.00 

Having 
somebody 
look at you 

2.1 1.889 2.45 1.139 2.29 1.172 2.00 

The dentist 
drilling 2.13 1.016 2.636 1.002 2.40 1.036 2.00 

The sight 
of the 
dentist 
drilling 

1.53 0.853 2.65 1.143 2.12 1.157 2.00 

The noise 
of the 
dentist 
drilling 

1.75 0.950 2.42 1.3016 2.10 1.192 2.00 

Having 
somebody 

put 
instruments 

 in your 
mouth 

1.95 0.872 2.136 1.188 2.05 1.050 2.00 

Chocking 3.01 0.983 2.85 1.259 2.92 1.136 3.00 
Having to 
go to the 
Hospital 

1.983 1.200 2.045 1.044 2.02 1.117 2.00 

People in 
white 

uniforms 
1.467 0.812 1.515 0.789 1.49 0.797 1.00 

Having the 
dentist 

clean your 
teeth 

2.00 0.938 2.27 1.2095 2.14 1.093 2.00 

Total 30.55 6.387 35.30 8.863 33.04 8.111 32.0 
 

 
Figure 1: Representation of the means of the 15items of CFSS 

                   DS according to sex. 
 

DISCUSSION 
Several methods have been developed to measure DFA 
(31). Porritt et al (32) in their review of the different 
measures used to assess DFA proved that the CFSS-DS is 

the most commonly used psychometric method, which 
approaches the gold standard for measuring fear in pediatric 
dental research. Furthermore, the CFSS-DS was originally 
developed for assessment of dental fear in children. In 
addition, normative data and cut-off scores have been 
provided for several countries, enabling comparisons 
between different study populations and cultures (33). 
    Children included in the sample were school-aged 
children with age range from 6-10 years (28,29). This age 
group was selected to ensure their cognitive development to 
be able to understand the questions and provide real answers 
(34). Furthermore, children were chosen with no previous 
dental experiences. The reason behind this condition is that 
past negative dental experiences can elevate DFA (9). 
While on the other hand familiarizing children with the 
dental situation, after visiting the dentist more often, can 
contribute to some decrease in DFA (35). 
 

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of CFSS-DS in boys and 
girls. 

 Males Females Total 
N 60 66 126 
Minimum 19 23 19 
Maximum 45 59 59 
Mean 30.55 35.30 33.04 
Std. Deviation 6.387 8.863 8.111 
Median 29.50 34.00 32.00 
Inter-quartile range 26.00-34.75 29.00-

39.00 
26.00-
37.25 

Mann-Whitney U test Z=3.042 
p=0.002* 

* P<0.05 (significant) 
 

 
Figure 2: Representation of the mean scores of CFSS-DS 
                 according to the sex. 
 
    In our study, the Arabic version of CFSS-DS showed good 
internal consistency, which is consistent with versions in other 
languages, for which values ranging from 0.78 to 0.92 have 
been obtained (19,22). In addition, it indicates that the scale is 
a homogenous and highly reliable method of measuring 
Egyptian children DFA. Additionally, it indicates that the 
Arabic questions are very specific and clearly understood by 
children in this age group, similar to other languages. 
(19,31,36).  
    Based on the results of the present study, the null hypothesis 
was rejected. Significant difference was found in the mean 
CFSS-DS scores based on the child gender. Girls were more 
dentally fearful than boys. This difference may reflect cultural 
considerations, as Egyptian boys are typically raised to be 
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brave and are not expected to declare their fears, unlike girls 
(27). This finding agrees with previous studies that have found 
higher DFA in girls (22-24). In contrast, some researchers have 
found no effect of gender on dental fear (8,26). 
    In the present study the mean CFSS-DS score falls in the 
range of fear scores (22.1 – 33.25) observed by previous study 
(22). However, another study reported higher mean fear scores 
of 37.8 and 45.9 for fearful children (30). 
    The data obtained in the present study showed that the 
majority of study population showed no DFA. On the other 
hand, the percentage of children suffering high DFA, which is 
more likely to interfere with dental treatment, were found to be 
only 23%. Potentially anxious children were 30.2%. This 
group of children suffers some degree of dental fear and 
represents a borderline area for DFA development. Special 
interest should be given to these children to prevent the 
development of DFA. 
    In the current study, the most fearful items on the CFSS-DS 
were “injections” and “chocking.” Most studies have found 
injections to be ranked highest, with slight differences in other 
items’ rankings (28,37). This indicates that children have 
similar concerns with dental treatment irrespective of their 
cultures (22,29). Although girls scored significantly higher fear 
scores in almost all the items on CFSS-DS, but the items’ 
ranking of the most and least fearful items in the dental visit 
did not vary according to the sex of the child. 
 
Table 3: Number and percentage of anxious, potentially anxious 

and anxious children for total population, boys and girls.  

 
Non anxious Potentially 

anxious Anxious 

(n) (%) (n) (%) (n) (%) 

Boys 35 58.33 % 16 26.67 % 9 15 % 

Girls 23 34.85 % 23 34.85 % 20 30.3 % 

Total 58 46 % 39 31  % 29 23 % 

 

 
Figure 3: Representation of the percentage of anxious, potentially 

anxious and anxious children for total population, boys 
and girls. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on results of the present study, it has been concluded that 
girls are more dentally anxious than boys. “Injection” is the 
most fearful item for both boys and girls. 
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